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1 - skool annoyances

yell random things.yell OMG jack spicer died?????tell people that the whiskers shall return.yell HI to
anyone you see in the hall.try to guess the weight and age
of ranom people in the hall.kick someone and say that the voices made you do it.tell your teacher that
your bishie ate your homework.recite phrases from your favorite show or movie in class.draw doodle
draw pics of your imaginary friend bob and worship them.hug random pepol.yell "have any milk?"to a
random person.pretend that you are the teachers mom.scream "yo momma so (fat,ugly,stupid
etc.)that(insert corny insult here)!in class.answer "CORN"or "chickhen salad sandwich"etc.to anwser
yes/no kwestions.make a sign that says "yipe"and hold it up when the teacher isnt looking.ask to go to
the bathroom then scream at the teacher about your no.1/no.2.grin dumbly then say "i forgot my meds
today!"in a skweeky voice.babble on about FAC and how great laurelrokz is *joking!*read a book.really
loud.chew gum.pop and crack it.when teacher says your name with a tone yell"where am i? who are you
people????"when people talk on the intercom say "the people in the white coats!there coming!"on the
1st day say"ive had the problem 4 years now.."gossip about your bishies as if they were real people.run
down the hall yelling (insert bishies name here)is coming!!!!!!!!!(BISHIE) IS COMING!!!!yell about how
you and jack spicer are ganna RULE THE WORLD!(and get all the shen gon wu.



2 - How to annoy People @ a store or mall

1.Insist you don't have enough money to buy something,(that you do have enough
money to buy)then buy it anyway.

2.Start singing "Lean on Me" in the shoe store then go buy some cappuchino.

3.Say the phrases of name brands(ex.Are you gellin?)to random people.Grin dumbly while waiting for a
response.

4.Act out scenes from Shakespear's "Romeo and Juliet".

5.Repeat 3 and 4.

6.Talk about you favorite cartoon/comic/manga characters as if they were real people.

7.Repeat,only with OC's.

8.Say "HI BOB!!!!" in the store alone,then insist that you were talking to your imaginary friend.

9.Wear dark glasses and bring your dog.Insist you are blind.

10.Put on some of the store's clothes and be a "Maniken for the Day".

11.Write "common egg head" on the bathroom mirrors.

12.Go in to the opposite gender's bathroom.Start drinking soda.

13.Glug your drink at the food court.

14.If your friend is with his/her crush/boy or girlfriend,Say "(insert name here)
and(insert name here)sittin in a tree.......".Continue.

15.Pretend to have a heart attack and die.When people come to help,growl at them in a creepy
voice.Then walk away like nothing happened.

16.Ask if you can have people's drinks.

17.Repeat,only with food.

18.Tell people you want your cookies and stomp off.Come back like nothing happened.

19.Use a bad Brittish accent.Pretend your name is "Lamiaita" and you used to live in Britain.



20.If you get in trouble,(which you probably will.)mumble loudly about how "you hate life" or how "the
voices made you do these things"Then blame laurelrokz on FAC.
I WILL HAVE DONE ALL THESE OR WILL IN THE NEAR FUTURE!!!!!@!!P:



3 - how to annoy people in public or at home

PUBLIC:
1.Lick someone
2.find a hobo.Insist that he is your twin.
3.repeat, only with a dog.
4.hold a baby doll.Take it in the bathroom with you, and "change" it.
5.go on a subway.insist that they give you a sandwich.
6.burp the alphabet
7.use 1337 sp33k
8.repeat
9.hit on the elderly
10. But alot of Ice Cream, then drop it all on some rich-looking guy.

HOME:
1.if people are coming over, buy an alarm clock, and set it to go off every two minutes.
2.Buy a lot of Lizards.set them loose in your house.
3. Name the cockroaches
4. mess with telemarketers.
5.wear a scarf.every day.



4 - Movie Theater

1. Randomly yell: "THIS is the worst thing I've seen since Brokeback Mountain!"
2. Bring a cat into the theater with you.
3. Pretend to be a p*ssed-off Scotsman. Say this: "Uhgh!That Coonstskitch's got my shcotchkin shtinkin'
like a cuhntschin!!"
4. Start sitting, playing Clue with the cat from (2) and Bob (Imaginary friend, Shows up a lot, huh?)in the
aisles.
5. If (2)'s cat is gray, make it fall asleep in an aisle and pretend to get through saying: "Who's Fuzzy rock
is this?"
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